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Abstract

Background: Along with the improvement of high throughput sequencing technologies, the genetics community is
showing marked interest for the rare variants/common diseases hypothesis. While sequencing can still be prohibitive
for large studies, commercially available genotyping arrays targeting rare variants prove to be a reasonable alternative.
A technical challenge of array based methods is the task of deriving genotype classes (homozygous or heterozygous)
by clustering intensity data points. The performance of clustering tools for common polymorphisms is well
established, while their performance when conducted with a large proportion of rare variants (where data points are
sparse for genotypes containing the rare allele) is less known. We have compared the performance of four clustering
tools (GenCall, GenoSNP, optiCall and zCall) for the genotyping of over 10,000 samples using the Illumina’s
HumanExome BeadChip, which includes 247,870 variants, 90% of which have a minor allele frequency below 5% in a
population of European ancestry. Different reference parameters for GenCall and different initial parameters for
GenoSNP were tested. Genotyping accuracy was assessed using data from the 1000 Genomes Project as a gold
standard, and agreement between tools was measured.

Results: Concordance of GenoSNP’s calls with the gold standard was below expectations and was increased by
changing the tool’s initial parameters. While the four tools provided concordance with the gold standard above 99%
for common alleles, some of them performed poorly for rare alleles. The reproducibility of genotype calls for each tool
was assessed using experimental duplicates which provided concordance rates above 99%. The inter-tool agreement
of genotype calls was high for approximately 95% of variants. Most tools yielded similar error rates (approximately
0.02), except for zCall which performed better with a 0.00164 mean error rate.

Conclusions: The GenoSNP clustering tool could not be run straight “out of the box” with the HumanExome
BeadChip, as modification of hard coded parameters was necessary to achieve optimal performance. Overall, GenCall
marginally outperformed the other tools for the HumanExome BeadChip. The use of experimental replicates provided
a valuable quality control tool for genotyping projects with rare variants.

Background
More than 13,500 genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) of complex human diseases have been performed
since 2008 [1]. The majority of GWAS were conducted
using common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
arrays targeting markers that were identified from the
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international HapMap project [2-4]. These studies are
based on the assumption that common traits are driven
by common low-penetrance polymorphisms with a fre-
quency of more than one or five percent in the population
[5]. A vast proportion of the heritability of complex traits
remains unexplained [6]. However, advances in genomic
technologies now allow for the search of rare variants of
modest to intermediate penetrance [7].
SNP arrays offer the possibility of rapid genotyping of

thousands of samples with highly reliable results at low
cost. Several commercial arrays now include a large frac-
tion of rare single nucleotide variants (SNV) discovered
by high-throughput sequencing technologies. The latter,
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while still expensive compared to SNP arrays, allows for
the discovery of all variants, rare and common, located
in the genome of sequenced individuals. The Illumina
HumanExome BeadChip provides a compromise between
genotyping SNP arrays and next generation sequencing
by enabling the genotyping of rare SNVs in thousands of
samples at relatively low cost. The HumanExome Bead-
Chip is enriched for rare and low frequency coding vari-
ations previously identified from the sequenced exomes
of approximately 12,000 individuals of diverse popula-
tions for variations seen in more than two individuals
and in more than two sequencing projects [8]. Com-
pared to other genotyping platforms targeting millions of
markers, the proportion of rare variants (minor allele fre-
quency < 5%) included in the HumanExome BeadChip is
considerably larger.
A recent review of clustering tools for widely used Illu-

mina BeadChip arrays was presented by Ritchie et al. [9].
They reported that some tools performed marginally bet-
ter than others for common and rare variants (lowest
frequency around 0.05). The authors noted that methods
borrowing information from other SNPs (e.g. within-
sample information) to genotype rare variants could the-
oretically outperform reference-based methods, as these
would suffer from the limited information available in
the training sets for the homozygous and heterozygous
clusters of rare alleles. Such within-sample methods are
implemented in GenoSNP [10]. Some tools, such as M3
[11] and optiCall [12], use a mixture of between- and
within-sample approaches. Other tools, such as GenCall
(available in the GenomeStudio software) [13], rely on a
reference cluster file to cluster marker genotypes one at
a time. The zCall tool exclusively genotypes markers that
have been previously “missed” by a another tool, and was
also recently described [14].
For this project, the performance of GenCall, GenoSNP,

optiCall and zCall for clustering markers from the
HumanExome BeadChip have been analysed and com-
pared. With the growing interest of the community for
studies with rare variants [5,6,15,16], this “head to head”
comparison will provide guidance for study design, tool
selection and results interpretation.

Methods
Clustering tools
Four clustering tools were compared: GenCall, part of the
GenomeStudio software version V2011.1 [13], GenoSNP
version 1.3 [10], optiCall version 0.3.3 [12] and zCall ver-
sion 3.2 [14]. All four tools differ with respect to their
genotype calling method.

GenCall (GenomeStudio)
GenCall is Illumina’s proprietary tool and is available
through the GenomeStudio software. For a complete

description of this tool, refer to Ritchie et al. [9]. In
brief, this tool uses the normalized microarray intensities
for both alleles (noted X and Y ) to compute the associ-
ated polar coordinates (r and θ ) for each marker/sample
pair. Next, using a between-samplemodel, meaning that it
calls one marker by looking at the population of samples,
it assigns genotypes by determining the nearest cluster
using a reference containing the expected position of each
genotype cluster for every marker as determined from the
HapMap data. If required, the user may modify the posi-
tion of each of the expected clusters to be more represen-
tative of the data at hand. By pre-assigning the expected
position of each cluster, this method can readily provide a
genotyping assignation of rare variants for studies having
only a small number of samples. However, due to exper-
imental variabilities and genomic variations in different
populations, the position of the observed cluster’s cen-
troid might shift when compared with the expected one. A
considerable amount of manual cluster adjustments might
be needed to achieve good genotype calls.
For this project, a custom cluster file was created by

modifying the expected position of the genotype cluster’s
centroid for a subset of markers by using all samples from
the dataset. The markers selected for manual inspection
were: (1) markers with a high heterozygous frequency, (2)
markers with a low mean intensity, (3) markers with a low
call frequency, (4) markers with a low minor allele fre-
quency with no heterozygous calls, (5) markers showing
an excess of heterozygous calls, (6) markers with low AA
T means or low BB T meansa, (7) mitochondrial mark-
ers, (8) markers on sex chromosomes, (9) markers that fail
reproducibility tests, (10)markers with a small cluster sep-
aration or (11)markers with low quality score. To compare
the efficiency of this modified cluster file, the results from
GenCall with the original cluster file were also included in
the analysis.

GenoSNP
GenoSNP uses a within-sample model, meaning that it
assigns genotypes to all markers of a single sample at
once [10]. It uses raw X and Y allele intensities extracted
using the GenomeStudio software and calls genotypes
by fitting a four-components mixture of Student’s t-
distributions on different subsets of markers (separated
by Bead Pools) by the mean of a Variational Bayes Expec-
tation Maximization algorithm (VB-EM). The use of this
method improves robustness by allowing uncertainty in
the statistical model, in contrast to standard expectation
maximisation methods. GenoSNP computes the posterior
probability of the marker genotype calls. As this tool calls
one sample at a time, it offers the flexibility of provid-
ing final sample genotyping results before the whole study
dataset is ready to be processed. It can also be parallelized
by running the tool on multiple samples at a time, and it
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does not require a reference panel. It is generally expected
that this tool would perform well with rare variants, as
their genotypes will be clustered with higher frequency
variants according to measured X and Y allele inten-
sities (as opposed to between-sample methods, where
rare variants are sparsely located in the heterozygous
cluster).
To speed up the genotyping process, samples were

called using GenoSNP as soon as they were released from
the genotyping center. A posterior probability cutoff of
0.8 was used to achieve higher quality calls. To ascertain
the quality of the results once all samples were genotyped,
the mean and the median intensities of all calls for each
sample were plotted.

optiCall
The optiCall tool uses a mixture of between- and within-
sample models. It uses a subset of (X,Y ) intensities
from random samples at a random marker to find a
prior distribution to the statistical model used to call
genotypes across markers. This distribution is inferred
by using an EM algorithm to fit a four-class mixture
of Student’s t-distributions. The initial values used by
the EM algorithm are obtained by using the kmeans++
algorithm [17] and the individual genotype’s a priori
probabilities are assumed to be uniform (0.25 for every
cluster, including the outlier’s cluster). Then, a second
mixture of t-distributions is used for the between-sample
clustering, where the previously estimated priors are
used in a Maximum-A-Posteriori (MAP) estimate of its
parameters.
To measure the quality of genotype calls, optiCall

relies on deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium
(HWE). The tool will try to improve the genotype calls
when the HWE test fails (p < 5 × 10−15) by fitting the
previously described model without a prior.

zCall
This tool functions as a post-processing tool (after a
default one has been used) [14]. The zCall tool separates
the clusters for rare variants by partitioning the (X,Y )

intensity space using horizontal and vertical thresholds.
Their positions are derived from the mean and vari-
ance of the homozygote clusters for common variants
that were previously called and are scaled according to a
z-score factor to optimize concordance with the default
tool. Genotypes are then assigned with respect to
their position relative to the z-score scaled coordinates.
Accordingly, rare variants are called by defining a distance
threshold. The homozygote threshold for the major allele
is estimated from the first calling tool’s genotypes, and
the rare allele’s threshold is estimated by linear regres-
sion from the means and standard deviations of X and Y
intensities of common markers.

As recommended by the authors, zCall was used as a
post-processing step after GenCall (GenomeStudio). Ver-
sion 3.2 was used, where all z thresholds were derived
from GenomeStudio’s final report, from which samples
were filtered out based on call rate and global heterozy-
gosity. A z threshold of 8 was used after comparing the
concordance with the original calls (maximum of 99.27%).
Only missing genotypes from the original GenomeStudio
report were recalled by zCall.

Dataset
The four tools were applied to a dataset consisting of
10,517 unique samples from the Montreal Heart Insti-
tute (MHI) Cohort. We also included 95 experimental
replicates of NA17281, 15 replicates of NA17251 and
3 replicates of NA12763 from the Coriell Institute (the
latter being sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project
[18]). Finally, 93 and 40 MHI cohort samples were repli-
cated 3 and 2 times, respectively. All 10,520 samples
(10,856 including replicated ones) were genotyped using
the Illumina HumanExome BeadChip, assessing 247,870
markers including 140 insertions/deletions (which were
discarded from the present analysis). Some of these mark-
ers (214,599) are present in NHLBI GO Exome Sequenc-
ing Project (ESP) database [19], and 93% of these are rare
variants with a minor allele frequency (MAF) below 5% in
the European American population according to the ESP
database [19]. The research protocol was approved by the
Montreal Heart Institute research ethics review board and
all participants signed an informed consent.

Agreement between tools
We used Cohen’s kappa (κ) and Fleiss’ pi (π ), two
widely used statistics, to compute the extent of agreement
between raters [20], or in this case, genotype calling tools.
Cohen’s κ computes the extent of agreement between
two tools by first computing the overall agreement prob-
ability (Equation 1), using a two-way contingency table
(Additional file 1: Table S1), for the distribution of n
samples by tools (rater) and genotype category, where
nkl indicates the number of samples that tool 1 and 2
classified into genotypes k and l, respectively.

pa =
q∑

k=1

nkk
n

(1)

In a comparable contingency table, Cohen’s κ is esti-
mated using Equation 2.

γκ = pa − pe|κ
1 − pe|κ

, where pe|κ =
q∑

k=1

nAknBk
n2

(2)

where pa is the observed proportion of agreement
(Equation 1) and pe|κ is the proportion of agreement
expected by chance.
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The data can be summarized in a frequency table
(Additional file 1: Table S2), where, for a given sample i
and genotype k, rik represents the total number of tools
that called genotype k for sample i. Fleiss’π is then defined
by Equation 3 [21].

γ̂π = pa − pe|π
1 − pe|π

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

pa = 1
n

n∑
i=1

q∑
k=1

rik(rik−1)
r(r−1)

pe|π =
q∑

k=1
π̂2
k , and π̂k = 1

n

n∑
i=1

rik
r

(3)

The possible set of genotypes included the no call geno-
type, as all tools might agree that a marker is impossible
to be categorized in either of the three genotype clusters
(homozygous or heterozygous) due to quality issues (e.g.
low intensity).

Error rates
Several methods for error rate estimation (ε) with pedi-
gree data have been proposed and reviewed by Liu
et al. for their use with unrelated samples [22]. The geno-
typic model (as defined in Equation 4) provides a proper
estimation of the error rate and proposes different con-
straints on the parameter space in order to make the
model parameters identifiable.

ε = 2(3C1 + 3C3 − 1) ± √
[6(C1 + C3) − 4]2 +12(C1 − C3)2

6

where

⎧⎨
⎩

C1 � nAA
n

C2 � nAB
n

C3 � nBB
n

(4)

The genotypic model was tested by Liu et al. for com-
mon variants. However, we found that the possible values
of ε were out of bounds (i.e. negative or above one) with
the HumanExome BeadChip data where a majority of
markers are rare. This can be explained by the propor-
tion of the minor allele in the population, p1, which is
almost null. For these cases, ε was approximated using
ε � (C1 − C3 + 1)/3 (Additional file 1: Equation S1).

Results and discussion
Clustering quality
GenoSNP
The GenoSNP tool returns the probability of belonging
to one of the three genotype clusters (homozygous A, B
or heterozygous AB) for each evaluated genotype. The
maximal probability is used to define the genotype to be
called. We observed a majority of samples with a high
proportion of low quality calls (close to the 0.8 quality
threshold used). Cluster plots were created for some of the
poorly performing samples which raised concern about
the calling quality (Figure 1A and 1D). Suspecting a lack

of convergence, modifications to the tool were made to
increase the number of iterations of the VB-EM proce-
dure. This improved the quality of the clustering for some
of the samples (Figure 1B and 1E). Further modifications
to the initial X and Y intensities’ variance parameter from
0.1 to 100 (in addition to the increased number of itera-
tions) greatly improved the quality of the clustering tool
(Figure 1C and 1F). To efficiently ascertain the effect of the
optimized parameters on the calling quality, plots of the
mean and the median of the maximal probability of each
sample have been created (Figure 2A and 2B respectively),
showing a net increase of the probabilities. To further
improve the comparison between the original GenoSNP
and the modified version (300 iterations and an initial X
and Y intensities’ variance of 100), the two tools (original
and optimized) were used for comparison with the other
tools in this study.

zCall
According to Goldstein et al. [14], the optimal value of
the z threshold should be determined by trying different
values of z to find the one with the most concordance to
the originalGenCall calls. Here, the optimal value of zwas
determined to be 8, having a concordance of 99.27% with
the original data.

Missing rates
One important property of a calling tool is its capac-
ity to assign a genotype to the majority of samples and
markers (i.e. the calling rate, or inversely, the missing
rate). The sample and marker missing rates of the six
tools were compared (Figure 3A and 3B respectively). The
original version of GenoSNP had the highest missing rate
(19% for both sample and marker). The optimized ver-
sion of GenoSNP increased both the mean sample and
marker calling rates by 18.5% (from 80.6% to 99.1%).
These rates were inferior to those of the other tools:
99.6%, 99.8%, 99.6% and 99.9% for GenCall (original
and optimized cluster file), optiCall and zCall, respec-
tively. It is important to note that the missing rate of
zCall is bound to be less than or equal to that of Gen-
Call, as zCall will only call missing genotypes from the
results produced by GenCall. Also, the missing rates of
GenCall were slightly better when using the optimized
cluster file when compared to the original one. A non-
parametric Friedman Rank Sum test comparing tools
showed a statistically significant difference in both sam-
ple and marker missing rates (p-value < 2.2 × 10−16

in both cases), even though the rates seemed similar
(Figure 3). Pairwise dependent-samples non-parametric
sign tests comparing pairwise tools were also significant
(p-value < 2.2 × 10−16 in all cases). More specifically,
0.55- and 0.83-fold decreases, on average, were observed
for sample and marker missing rates, respectively, when
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Figure 1 Impact of parameters on GenoSNP’s clustering. Impact of the choice of initial parameters on GenoSNP’s clustering of two samples
(MHIC04326 shown in (A), (B) and (C), andMHIC06654 shown in (D), (E) and (F)). The first row shows the clustering results of the two samples using
the default parameters (25 EM iterations and an initial variance of 0.1). The second row shows the results when keeping an initial variance of 0.1, but
increasing the number of EM iterations to 300. The last row shows the results when increasing both the initial variance and the number of EM
iterations to 100 and 300, respectively. In all cases, only markers in the BeadPool 1 are kept. Each point represents the raw B allele intensities against
the raw A allele intensities (base two logarithm in both cases) of each marker. The AA, AB and BB genotypes are shown in blue, red and green,
respectively. Markers that were below the quality threshold of 0.8 are shown in black.
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Figure 2 GenoSNP clustering quality. Quality assessment of GenoSNP’s clustering for original (x axis) against optimized (y axis) parameters. For
each sample, both the (A)mean and the (B)median of the posterior probability of all markers are shown. Each point represents a sample. A good
clustering has a mean and a median calling probability close to one.

Figure 3 Locus and sample missing rate. Boxplots showing the distribution of (A) locus and (B) sample missing rates. Values closer to 0 (100%
completeness) are preferable. Rates are shown for each of the six tools: GenCall (original and optimized cluster files), GenoSNP (original and
optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall. The median is shown with a red line and the mean is indicated
above each plot. The red dots represent outliers according to the interquartile range. The rates are shown for 10,856 samples and 247,590 markers
(markers located on chromosome Y were excluded).
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comparing the original and the optimized cluster file for
GenCall.

Precision estimates
The dataset contained a high number of technical
replicates. The concordance of genotype calls between
replicates was computed for the five tools (Figure 4). The
optimized version of GenoSNP increased concordance
between sample duplicates from a mean of 95.361% to
99.912%, but did not exceed the performance of GenCall
(means of 99.996% for both the original and the optimized
cluster files). Even though zCall reduced the missing rate
from a mean of 0.4% to 0.09%, it added variability in the
newly called genotypes, slightly decreasing the concor-
dance between replicated samples when compared with
the original results (GenCall, original cluster file). Over-
all, the call concordance between replicates was similar
(> 99% concordance). GenCall had the highest concor-
dance rate with a mean of 99.997% between replicated
sample pairs. Optimizing GenCall’s cluster file had only a
minor effect on the mean concordance, with a difference
of 1.5 × 10−3%.

Accuracy estimates
One sample sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project was
included three times to the original dataset to assess the
concordance with next-generation sequencing. The geno-
types called from the different tools were compared to
the third release of the 1000 Genomes Project, comprised
of low coverage whole genome and high coverage exome
sequencing data. The comparison with this gold standard
was performed using the pyGenClean tool [23]. Since the
majority of markers in the HumanExome BeadChip are
located in exons, the results were mostly compared to the
high coverage sequencing data (81.6% of the overlapping
markers). Table 1 shows the concordance for the three

replicates of NA12763. Apart from the original GenoSNP,
all the tools had concordance rates greater than 99%.Gen-
Call (optimized cluster file) had the highest concordance
rate (mean of 99.897%), closely followed by zCall (mean
of 99.879%). GenCall (original cluster file) also performed
well, with a mean concordance of 99.855%. Then, calls
were categorized according to their allele content: either
(1) homozygous calls for the common allele or (2) involv-
ing the rare allele (heterozygous or homozygous calls for
the rare allele). The frequencies were computed using
the corresponding dataset (i.e. tool). Table 2 shows the
concordance for the three replicates ofNA12763 for geno-
types called as homozygous for the common allele. Apart
from the original GenoSNP on one replicate, all had con-
cordance rates greater than 99%. GenCall (original cluster
file) had the highest concordance rate (mean of 99.948%),
closely followed by GenCall (optimized cluster file) and
zCall (mean of 99.939% and 99.928% respectively). Table 3
summarizes the concordance rates with the gold standard
for genotypes involving the rare allele.GenCall (optimized
cluster file) had the highest concordance rate (mean of
99.493%), closely followed by zCall (mean of 99.405%).
The other tool had a lower concordance rate (i.e. between
95% and 97%).

Inter-tool agreement
To estimate tool agreement, three coefficients were com-
puted: Cohen’s κ and percent agreement (both shown in
Figure 5), and Fleiss’ π (Figure 6). Since GenCall (using
the optimized version of the cluster file) provided the best
result set, its agreement with the other three tools (exclud-
ing the original version of GenoSNP) was considered
(Figure 5A and B). The best agreement was between Gen-
Call and zCall, as expected due to the dependence of zCall
on the results of GenCall. Both metrics showed a high
number of outliers according to the interquartile range

Figure 4 Duplicated sample concordance. Boxplots showing the distribution of pairwise concordance of duplicated samples. Red lines are the
median and the numbers at the bottom of the plot represent the concordance means. The red dots represent the outliers according to the
interquartile range. The six tools are shown (from left to right): GenCall (original and optimized cluster files), GenoSNP (original and optimized),
optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall. A total of 4,892 sample pairs is shown.
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Table 1 Call concordance with the 1000 Genomes Project (all calls)

Tool NA12763_R NA12763_R1 NA12763_R2

Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number

GenCall (original) 0.998591 127,062 0.998623 127,093 0.998425 126,980

GenCall (optimized) 0.998963 127,323 0.998963 127,323 0.998979 127,312

GenoSNP (original) 0.966771 113,365 0.907042 97,345 0.762193 93,555

GenoSNP (optimized) 0.996161 126,848 0.996446 126,893 0.995795 126,748

optiCall 0.995421 127,334 0.995413 127,323 0.994995 127,277

zCall 0.998785 127,545 0.998793 127,544 0.998785 127,545

Call concordance and number of compared markers for the three control replicates when compared to the 1000 Genomes Project. The following six tools were
compared: GenCall (original and optimized cluster files), GenoSNP (original and optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall.

dispersionb. To assess the overall agreement between the
four tools (excluding GenCall using the original clus-
ter file and the original version of GenoSNP), Fleiss’ κ

was computed (Figure 6). The agreement was fairly good
between the tools when comparing all markers (common
and rare). There was a total of 12,122 outliers accord-
ing to the interquartile range dispersion, a majority of
which (91.3%) were rare variants (MAF < 1%, according
to frequencies computed using GenCall results) and 5%
were markers that were zeroed out while optimizing Gen-
Call’s cluster file. The proportion of rare variants (when
compared to common or zeroed out ones) was signifi-
cantly higher in the outlier group (Wald statistic, p <

0.001; logistic regression). Out of the approximately three
thousands outlier markers that were comparable with
the 1000 Genomes Project data, GenCall had the highest
concordance for the three replicates of NA12763 (aver-
age of 98.925%), followed by zCall (average of 98.448%)
(Additional file 1: Table S3).

Error rate estimates
Error rates were estimated by using the genotypic model
(Liu et al. [22]), where the six tools were evaluated
(Figure 7). Except for the original version of GenoSNP,
all tools showed a comparable estimated error rate mean

(approximately 0.002). The zCall tool provided the lowest
estimated error rate with a mean of 0.164%, followed by
GenCall (optimized cluster file) with a mean of 0.166%. A
non-parametric Friedman Rank Sum test comparing tools
showed a significant difference in the error rate distri-
butions (p-value < 2.2 × 10−16 in both cases). Pairwise
dependent-samples non-parametric sign tests comparing
pairwise tools were also significant (p-value < 2.2×10−16

in all cases).

Conclusions
This study compares the performance of widely used
clustering tools when applied to genotyping data from
Illumina’s HumanExome BeadChip. This genotyping array
includes a large proportion of rare variants that were pre-
viously identified by sequencing technologies. The dataset
used here included 10,520 unique samples along with a
high number of technical replicates for quality assess-
ment.
Contrary to our original expectations, GenoSNP, which

relies on a within-sample model, did not perform well
when used straight “out of the box”. This might be
explained by the high density ofmarkers in each BeadPool,
which is higher than for Illumina’s Human 1M BeadChip
(comprising an overall higher number of markers). The

Table 2 Call concordance with the 1000 Genomes Project (homozygous common allele)

Tool NA12763_R NA12763_R1 NA12763_R2

Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number

GenCall (original) 0.999478 114,975 0.999461 115,008 0.999486 114,876

GenCall (optimized) 0.999393 115,288 0.999384 115,288 0.999393 115,279

GenoSNP (original) 0.999630 97,236 0.998973 78,868 0.925482 74,210

GenoSNP (optimized) 0.999190 114,814 0.999138 114,910 0.999207 114,687

optiCall 0.998990 114,815 0.998972 114,805 0.999006 114,701

zCall 0.999281 115,438 0.999281 115,437 0.999290 115,438

Call concordance and number of compared markers for the three control replicates when compared to the 1000 Genomes Project. For each dataset (i.e. tool), only
genotypes called as homozygous of the common allele (according to the allele frequency computed using the corresponding dataset) were kept for analysis. The
following six tools were compared: GenCall (original and optimized cluster files), GenoSNP (original and optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing
Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall.
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Table 3 Call concordance with the 1000 Genomes Project (heterozygous and homozygous rare allele)

Tool NA12763_R NA12763_R1 NA12763_R2

Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number

GenCall (original) 0.990155 12,087 0.990650 12,085 0.988351 12,104

GenCall (optimized) 0.994848 12,035 0.994931 12,035 0.995014 12,033

GenoSNP (original) 0.767847 16,179 0.514147 18,590 0.137233 19,507

GenoSNP (optimized) 0.967032 12,042 0.970397 11,992 0.963052 12,071

optiCall 0.962401 12,527 0.962478 12,526 0.958045 12,585

zCall 0.994053 12,107 0.994136 12,107 0.993970 12,107

Call concordance and number of compared markers for the three control replicates when compared to the 1000 Genomes Project. For each dataset (i.e. tool), only
genotypes called as heterozygous or homozygous of the rare allele (according to the allele frequency computed using the corresponding dataset) were kept for
analysis. The following six tools were compared: GenCall (original and optimized cluster files), GenoSNP (original and optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers
failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall.

latter was successfully tested by GenoSNP’s authors. This
problem was mostly obvious with cluster plots (Figure 1)
and with graphs showing the summarized quality of the
calls per sample (Figure 2). The concordance of results
from the original GenoSNP tool with the 1000 Genomes
Project, however, remained high (mean of 87.87%). The
optimized tool (modified initial variance and number
of iterations) increased the concordance to a mean of
99.61%. The quality threshold of 0.8 provided a better

separation of the three clusters, but increased the missing
rate of both sample and marker (mean of 0.87%).
GenCall relies on a between-samplemodel that requires

reference parameters to perform its clustering. As such,
it is common practice to manually modify the refer-
ence cluster parameters to ensure the best quality of
results when the population analyzed is different from
the one used to generate the reference parameters. This
task requires a significant amount of manual labor which

Figure 5 Pairwise tool agreement. Boxplots showing the Cohen’s κ coefficient (A) and the percent agreement (B) for all calls when GenCall is
compared with the following three tools: GenoSNP (optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall. Red lines are
median and the numbers at the bottom of the plot represent the concordance means. The red dots represent the outliers according to the
interquartile range.
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Figure 6 Tool agreement. Distribution of Fleiss’ π coefficient for all 247,730 markers when the following four tools are compared: GenCall
(optimized cluster file), GenoSNP (optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall. Values closer to 1 indicate good
agreement. Using the interquartile range, there were a total of 12,122 outliers (represented as red dots in the boxplot).

increases with the number of samples and markers. Load-
ing the raw data, normalizing and modifying the original
cluster file took one person 5 work days, compared to
only a few days to generate the intensity files for the
other tools. When we compared the genotype results
from GenCall using the original cluster file with the ones
generated with the optimized cluster file, we saw only
limited improvement in the overall concordance of geno-
type calls with those of the gold standard. When parti-
tioning calls according to their allele content, we saw a
limited decrease in the concordance of homozygous calls
involving the common allele when compared with the
gold standard, while the concordance of calls involving
the rare allele improved by approximately 0.5%. A lim-
ited improvement in the concordance between technical
replicates was observed. However, the optimization of the
cluster file had a greater impact on the missing rate per
sample and per loci (0.19% improvement in both cases).

According to normal quality control procedures, a filter to
remove samples and markers with a missing rate greater
than 2% is typically imposed prior to genetic analysis [23].
By optimizing the cluster file, an average of 2,963 mark-
ers (1.2%) per sample could be rescued by lowering the
marker missing rate below the 2% quality threshold.
It should be noted that this study was limited by the lack

of an independent gold standard for concordance anal-
ysis. GenCall’s (and zCall’s) concordance with the 1000
Genomes Projectmight be overestimated due to the nature
of its reference parameters. Indeed, the reference cluster
file was created by using estimated cluster position for
each of the markers in the HapMap population. Hence,
the sample NA12763 is expected to have a higher con-
cordance value than samples from the Montreal Heart
Institute Cohort owing to the CEU HapMap population.
One possible way to overcome this limitation would be
to sequence a few of our own cohort samples, however,

Figure 7Marker error rate distribution. Boxplots showing the marker error rate estimation for each the six tools: GenCall (original and optimized
cluster files), GenoSNP (original and optimized), optiCall (without excluding markers failing Hardy-Weinberg) and zCall. The numbers at the top of the
plot represent the mean of the error rate distribution and the red lines are the median of each distribution. Red dots represent the outliers
according to the interquartile range. Values above 1/3 were discarded since it’s not plausible to have such a large error rate in practice [22].
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it could be argued that the sequencing technology itself
would not provide an adequate gold standard in this
situation.
Many study designs will plan to include experimental

replicates chosen from the genotyped cohort to assess
the reproducibility of the genotyping pipeline and the
precision of the results. Including a reference sample
to the study design offers the additional possibility of
assessing the accuracy of the results. High precision is
particularly important as it provides optimal power for
statistical analysis [24] and can prevent type I errors due
to plate biases or subgroup effects [25]. GenCall (using
the original or the optimized cluster file) provided the
highest concordance rate between experimental repli-
cates (99.997%) when compared to other tools. The other
tools (except for the original GenoSNP) performed rel-
atively well, all providing a mean concordance greater
than 99%.
All clustering tools had a high accuracy (> 99.8%) when

calling common markers (except for GenoSNP at only
one of the three replicates of NA12763). Other metrics
have shown that all the tools (once optimized) performed
almost at the same efficiency level on the HumanEx-
ome BeadChip. The major difference arose when in the
presence of rare markers, where the accuracy of all the
tools decreased below 99.5% (as low as 96% for some)
for genotypes involving the rare allele. Within-sample
tools like GenoSNP can process samples in an efficient
manner by running single samples and smaller batches
of samples in parallel instead of having to wait for a
large amount of samples to be genotyped and normalized.
Unfortunately, even with the proper optimization of ini-
tial parameters, GenoSNP could not outperform the other
tools. However, GenCall, Illumina’s proprietary tool, per-
formed better than the other tested tools with respect to
concordance with the gold standard for genotypes involv-
ing the rare allele (accuracy) and slightly better for the
concordance in between technical replicates (precision).
The fact that zCall has been run as a post-process of
GenCall without the use of the reference cluster file opti-
mization (since it is not mandatory) might explain why
it’s accuracy was not as high as the optimized GenCall
for calls involving the rare allele. Since the third ver-
sion of zCall derives its thresholds from GenomeStudio’s
report, the call rate will increase and better accuracy
might be possible if the original cluster file is optimized
beforehand.
Recommending a single clustering tool according to the

metrics shown in this report is not straightforward. In
general, GenCall (optimized cluster file) outperformed
the other tools in terms of precision and accuracy (over-
all, and for the calls involving the rare allele). Its accuracy
was also higher for the markers with low inter-tool agree-
ment. However, when using the optimized cluster file,

GenCall’s accuracy for the homozygous calls (common
allele) was lower than when using the default cluster
file. When considering missing and estimated error rates,
zCall outperformed the other tools, closely followed by
GenCall (optimized cluster file). It is important to men-
tion that the task of optimizing the cluster file is time
consuming. Furthermore, all the other tools presented
here require intensity data provided by the GenomeStudio
software and possible file conversion, which increase the
total execution time.
The parallel use of multiple clustering tools offers the

possibility of identifying discordant markers which can be
further investigated. But notably, the manual optimiza-
tion of GenCall’s cluster file at those loci and the visual
inspection of the cluster plots should provide high quality
datasets for downstream analysis.

Endnotes
aθ values of the center of the AA and BB clusters in

normalized polar coordinates, respectively.
bOutliers are observations that fall below

Q1 − 1.5(IQR) or above Q3 + 1.5(IQR), where Q1 and Q3
are respectively the first and third quartiles and
IQR = Q3 − Q1 is the interquartile range.
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